Name of Business: Fossoul Agricole

Position in the Company: Founder & Chief Executive Officer

Country: Algeria

About the Business: Fossoul Agricole is a company specializing in the production of organic fruits and vegetables. In 2018 we launched the concept of organic basket delivered at home and in 2019 we embarked on the transformation. Today we transform part of our harvest into jam and vegetables in jars. Fossoul Agricole works for healthy and sustainable agriculture to protect the environment and human health.

Lydia is a 39 years old Algerian, mother of a 7 year old boy, lawyer by training and business manager since 2008. A fervent defender of the environment, human rights and equal opportunities. Passionate about organic farming, and has made it her job since 2016.

Find out more:
LinkedIn: http://linkedin.com/in/lydia-merrouche-387870a6
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/345928752882177/